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■ Results

The landscape planning has been carried out by landscape architects and clients mainly funded by local government. Recently, the communication with and involvement of the 

community is getting more important, which needs the collective learning of the interaction of stakeholders (Kim, 2015; Lee, 2016). ICT should be re-configured to be used for the 

public who don’t have the specific software and knowledge to use it with and want to know the impact of their decision at hands.

We developed a real-time scenario technology for landscape using Stella Online running on any internet browser. 

■ Introduction

■ Methods

Scenarios come from “Green roof carbon storage model” based on the literature review 

articulating that carbon stocks differ according to the planted trees (You et al., 2017). Make a script

Check data and 
functional elements

Player page Design

Output Design

• Configure the first page of interface

• Set story line for scenario

• Explain of research background and model purpose

• Identify existing data

• Derive variables for scenario analysis

• Configure pages for roles of dash-board and environmental conditions

• Configure individual page for each decision maker

• Configure analysis result screen of real-time scenario 
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❖ We conducted an exploratory study on a 

real-time scenario model that anyone can 

easily understand and make a direct decision 

making. It has the advantage that all the 

decision makers of the project, landscape 

architects, residents, and public officials, can 

access the system in real-time.

❖ Limitations of the research: 

In the development process of story line, 

only one variable, quantity of trees, was 

selected and various conditions were not 

considered.

❖ Further study:  

It is needed that the upgrade of the real-

time scenario model to develop the 

feedback structure of “Green Roof” 

■ Conclusion

3) Player page Design

1) Make a script 2) Check data and functional elements

4) Output Design

• We have created a page where 

three player can make their own 

decisions.

• Result page of 

carbon storage 

change according to 

planting scenarios


